Welcome to the Garden District

Traditional in form but modern in nature, this residence seeks to complement the existing architecture while pushing the aesthetic of the neighborhood into a new era. Its residence utilizes the ground floor as an exterior living and gathering space. At proximity to the sidewalk and open space inviting, while the double-sided fireplace and adjacent planting make this space more intimate.

The interior of the residence follows a shotgun housing plan. Main living spaces (bedrooms, living rooms, and workspaces) are situated in the front and back ends of the house to fully utilize natural light. The kitchen is a double height space with a skylight bringing more natural light through the center of the residence.

The house is mainly constructed of low-cost materials (CMU blocks, plywood, reclaimed oak, and metal siding). The residence utilizes a PV Solar Panel system to generate radiant floor heating and electricity. The house also uses the PV Solar panels as a water catchment system to house and filter water for potable use.

Materials: Metal siding, concrete masonry block, reclaimed lumber siding.